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WHAT IS PUBLIC RELATIONS?
Public relations is a strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial relationships 

between organizations and their publics.

Chart source: Forbes



Another way to look at it… 

MAKING DEPOSITS VIA EARNED MEDIA 



Secure the story in 5 simple steps with the help of the RE/MAX media relations 
team and resources on MAXCenter: 

BREAKING DOWN THE PR PROCESS 

Identify the 
story you want 

to tell. 

Find out who is 
talking about it 
or who would 

be most 
interested.

Develop an 
outreach plan. 

Will you 
connect with 

them via a 
media pitch? A 
press release? 

Prepare your 
talking points. 

What is the 
point you want 
to get across? 

Are you 
prepared for 
an interview? 

Pitch/Ask for 
help from the 

RE/MAX Media 
Relations Team



WHERE TO FIND RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO YOU 
ON MAXCENTER

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3



RESOURCES TO HELP LAND 
THE INTERVIEW

1. Join the Media Moguls group on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/REMAXMediaMo
guls/ or Search “RE/MAX Media Moguls” on Facebook

2. Find pitch templates on the Marketing Portal for the 
monthly theme.

3. Need story ideas? Find an editorial calendar on the 
Marketing Portal complete with awareness days and 
RE/MAX News links 



CONTACT INFORMATION FOR MEDIA IN YOUR AREA

1. Download the Media List on 
MAXCenter for a breakdown of 
local reporters and contacts in 
your area and their email address. 
http://www.remaxmarketing.com
/public-relations/

2. Don’t see someone in your area 
or have an outlet in mind there is 
no contact information for?

Send us an email at 
Mediarelations@remax.com. We 
can help! 



EXAMPLE PITCH EMAIL 
Introduce yourself as a 
credible source 

Point out the news to the reporter 
and why it’s relevant to what they 
cover

Offer an interview to 
elaborate on this news 

Use brief data points to build the 
story 



HOW TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
MEDIA

1. Download our 
tips on 
MAXCenter for 
building and 
maintaining 
relationships 
with reporters. 

How to build relationships with reporters

 Become a regular reader of their work
 Follow them on social media so that you can understand their subjects of focus
 Be respectful of their time and understand their timelines/deadlines
 Interact face-to-face (via Zoom, Slack or other video platforms)
 Don’t forget it’s a give and take situation

o If you are available and participate in interviews when asked, reporters will 
likely return the favor when you need something promoted

 Know other snippets about the reporter outside of their work
o Where they grew up, went to college, children or spouse’s names, favorite 

sports team; always a good conversation starter 
 Stay positive

How to maintain relationships with reporters
Continue to follow their work
 Regularly touch base to learn about the stories they are working on
 Pitch story ideas to the reporter
 Interact with them on social media; offer to participate in interviews
 Keep messaging positive
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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU LAND THE INTERVIEW

1. Prep! 
2. Download our tips on 

MAXCenter for interview best 
practices

Interview Tips

 Keep answers succinct, focused and on track
 Never answer with just a yes or no, always elaborate

o Example 
 Nothing is ever 100% “off the record;” do not say anything you 

wouldn’t be comfortable seeing in print 
 Keep RE/MAX key messaging top-of-mind when answering 

questions
 Brainstorm potential questions in advance and practice answers
 It’s okay to use notes. Notes allow you to:

o Keep your message succinct, focused and stay on track  
 If you're uncomfortable with a question, bridge the conversation 

back to the topic you want to discuss
o i.e. I’m not an expert on this topic but can talk to _____

 Avoid talking about competitors, instead focus on the strengths 
of RE/MAX

 If you don’t have an answer to a question, let the reporters know 
you’d be happy to investigate it and get back to them with the 
information quickly but at a later time 

 Focus on the positive throughout the interview
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MOCK INTERVIEW

The Good 
and….the Could 

be Better 



COVERAGE HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2020




